
Teacher Effectiveness

Policymakers in many contexts, including local, state, and national, are currently focused on defining

teacher effectiveness. Although we all have heard about teacher evaluation plans that link effectiveness

only to student test scores and that deprecate teachers in multiple ways, some policymakers want a

deeper definition of teacher preparedness, teacher quality, and/or teacher effectiveness, all terms used

in policy discussions.

Today you will enrich federal policymakers’ knowledge of ways to document and assess teacher

effectiveness. The NCTE 2011 Education Policy Platform helps with that knowledge building by listing

seven elements of teacher effectiveness as professional practice:

 Uses deep content knowledge, effective pedagogy, and authentic formative assessments to

engage students and help them learn

 Connects students’ in-school and out-of-school learning

 Incorporates appropriate technologies in learning and teaching

 Includes sustained, engaged participation in teaching teams to plan, assess, and improve

instruction and student learning

 Engages parents and community members as partners in educating students

 Uses qualitative as well as quantitative data to improve learning and teaching

 Involves sustained reflection upon learning and teaching

You, of course, won’t want to march through each of these elements. Choose one or two elements

(perhaps one for each person if you are making a visit with others) to explain in more detail and to

illustrate with an example(s) from your own experience.

Enclosed in your Advocacy Day packet are several documents from which you might draw backing for

the element you choose. For example, if you decide to talk about the efficacy of teaching teams, you

have the Connected Learning Coalition Principles for Learning, which begins with the principle that

“Being literate is at the heart of learning in every subject area.” Teachers who have time to meet each

week during the school day in cross-disciplinary teaching teams can more effectively support this

foundational principle. Also in your packet is the document “Principles to Ensure Student Access to Fully

Prepared and Effective Teachers under ESEA and HEA Title II.” If you choose the need for teachers to

have deep content knowledge and effective pedagogy, you might refer to this document that addresses

the need for well-prepared teachers in every classroom, including in low-income and minority schools.

NCTE has other policy statements that you can consult on the NCTE website if you’d like other support

for the element you want to emphasize.

Whatever element you choose and whatever of your own experiences you use as evidence, the main

point to make today is that a full definition of teacher effectiveness in a reauthorized ESEA must

include elements of professional practice that research shows make a difference in teacher quality.

Choose to highlight positive points from your experience that demonstrate the importance of defining

teacher effectiveness through elements of professional practice.


